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When Kevin Bakewell fell out of the back of a 
trailer in 1997 and smashed his knee, he knew his 
days as an owner-driver were over.

“My driving days were at an end…I knew that if I wanted 
to stay in road transport I had to get bigger or get 
out,” he says at the Bakewell Haulage depot in country 
Wingham, west of Taree in NSW.

Kevin and his wife Wendy made the decision to proceed 
with a business plan to expand, and today they operate 
six trucks on linehaul along with a warehousing facility 
where up to 15 million aerosol cans are stored at any one 
time and then distributed to Sydney and Melbourne.

“We’re trying to keep growth to one truck a year, but 
that’s not easy,” says Kevin.

Apart from the distribution of aerosol cans for Amcor, 
Bakewell Haulage carts a wide range of freight from 
nappies to motorcycles to beer, wine and spirits. Most of 
the kilometres are travelled between Sydney, Taree and 
Wingham.

For single trailer work, the Cummins ISX 500 is the 
favoured engine at Bakewell Haulage, with three T404 
Kenworths having this power installed. A K104 Kenworth is 
propelled by a Cummins Signature 580 on B-double work.

A look at the Bakewell Kenworths reveals an almost 
fanatical approach to truck presentation. 

“We have a barbecue breakfast at the depot every Saturday 
and the trucks are worked on then,” Kevin points out. “The 
drivers have to take all the credit for the way the trucks 
look. The hours they spend on them is unbelievable.”

The reliability of the Cummins ISX 500 is well established in 
the Bakewell operation as is the impressive fuel economy. 
“On our heavier single trailer work the ISXs are consistently 
in the range of 2.2 to 2.5 km/litre,” says Kevin.

The ISX 500s have the 1850 lb ft torque setting, and their 
emphatic performance makes them a favourite of the 
drivers.

“The service support we get from Cummins Newcastle is 
very good,” he adds.

For Kevin and Wendy Bakewell, loyalty received is 
obviously deserving of loyalty in return.

“We’re a family at Bakewell Haulage. If a driver has to be 
home for a family reason we pull out all stops to ensure 
that happens. Generally, we make sure our drivers have 
time to spend with their families,” says Kevin.

“The loyalty works both ways. We get calls from our 
customers saying how professional our drivers are.

“We have a good lifestyle here.”

It’s easy to get the impression that Kevin has always 
applied astuteness to, and enjoyed his time in, trucking. 
He started out modestly as an owner-driver, buying a UD 
CW41 in the early 1980s as a 22-year-old. A couple of 
years later he progressed to a Kenworth SAR powered by 
a 903 Cummins (“a brilliant truck”), and this was followed 
in 1988 by another SAR, an ex-Finemore unit with a 
Cummins Big Cam 400. This truck paid for the Bakewell 
home in Wingham. 

Nine years later, in 1997, Kevin replaced the SAR with one 
of the first HN80 Fords built in Australia, a truck he and 
Wendy still own today. Shortly after the Ford purchase he 
had the accident that set the Bakewells along the path to 
becoming a small fleet operator – and a very successful 
one at that! 

Bakewell

Kevin and Wendy Bakewell…run a very professional 
regional fleet.

Bakewell fleet is 
immaculately presented.

The right mix for

They are lurking in virtually every Australian 
household and they are silently powerful.

They are catalogues! The people who stick ‘No Junk Mail’ 
signs on their letterboxes might hate them, but the use of 
catalogues by Australian retailers  is now huge business.

In fact, more than 7 billion catalogues will be distributed 
in Australia in 2006, mainly into letterboxes.

It is estimated that more than 65 per cent of the 
marketing budgets of grocery and mass merchandise 
giants like Woolworths, Coles and Target are now being 
sucked up by their catalogue marketing efforts.

One company in the thick of the billion-dollar catalogue 
industry – an industry that has shown spectacular and 
continued growth over the last decade — is Franklin Web, 
a Melbourne-based business that began in printing in 1936. 

Franklin Web is now the third largest web offset printer in 
Australia and has a  customer portfolio that reads like the 
‘Who’s Who’ of the retailing industry — Australia Post, Big W, 
Target, Coles, K Mart, Mitre 10 and Bob Jane T-Marts.

“Research has shown that a retailer’s sales jump 
an average 30 per cent after they have a catalogue 
distributed through letterboxes,” says Phil Taylor, CEO of 
Franklin Web, emphasising the power of the catalogue.

As most catalogues have a cut-off date, it’s important 
that retailers are assured of getting their message to their 
target audience at exactly the right time, and that means 
guaranteed reliability of printing and distribution.

“Because of the tight deadlines and the fact we are 
printing catalogues for every household in Australia we 
back-up everything. We must have reliable equipment,” 
says Phil Taylor.

Franklin Web has a UPS (Uninterrupted Power Supply) 
system for its office infrastructure, while generator sets 
are on standby for each of the nine web offset printing 
machines. 

Cummins Power Generation supplied the gensets — 1000 
and 2000 kVA units — to back-up Franklin Web’s new 64 
and 72-page presses, each of which has the capacity to 
print up to 110,000 catalogues an hour.

“We’re printing 200 million letterbox catalogues a 
month,” Phil Taylor points out. “A typical print job for us 
is 5.5 million catalogues in a 48 to 60-hour period.” 

He’s quick to pinpoint the reason for 
selecting Cummins gensets for the 
new high volume presses: “Cummins 
is a big-name global company and we 
wanted proven service support.”

To ensure reliable electricity supply during stormy 
Melbourne weather, Franklin Web runs its presses on 
generator power. 

“We can’t afford to be caught out by a mains power 
outage so we’ll run the generators for as long as we have 
to during bad weather. That can be up to 12 hours at a 
time,” says Franklin Web plant manager Stuart MacMurray.

The 2000 kVA C2000 genset, which is powered by the Cummins 
60-litre QSK60 engine, is on standby for the 72-page web 
offset machine and also has the capacity to support a further 
press if one is installed to meet future growth.

The 1000 kVA C1000 genset is powered by the Cummins 
30-litre QST30 engine and supports the Franklin Web 
warehouse and the other main web offset machine.

“Cummins has a very good name for service support and the 
product is competitively priced,” says Stuart MacMurray, 
discussing the new gensets. “We’ve found the Cummins 
people at Laverton very good to deal with and look forward 
to building on the relationship in the future.”

Franklin Web’s main facility in the Melbourne suburb of 
Sunshine is state-of-the-art in design and operation with 
a strong emphasis on energy efficiency and environmental 
integrity.

Either recycled paper or paper that comes from tree farm 
timber is used, while all paper trim and waste is sent to 
a recycling plant in Wodonga. All chemicals and inks are 
disposed of in returnable containers. The chilled water 
used in the printing process is in a closed loop system so 
there is no evaporation or water use. There are no light 
switches in the facility. All lighting is sensor-controlled.

So next time you find you letterbox crammed full of 
catalogues you might just look at them differently! 

Catalogue of 
success

Franklin Web prints 200 million 
letterbox catalogues a month.

Franklin Web, the third largest web offset printer in 
Australia, has a customer portfolio that reads like the 
‘Who’s Who’ of the retailing industry.

Franklin Web CEO Phil Taylor (left) with 
plant manager Stuart MacMurray in 
front of the Cummins 2000 kVA genset.
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A fleet of high horsepower Cummins engines has 

stamped its authority at Zinifex’s Century Mine in 

northwest Queensland, the world’s second largest 

zinc mine based on concentrate production.

Liebherr R996 shovel with dual Cummins 50-litre engines 
loads a Komatsu 830E powered by a Cummins QSK60.

The Cummins engines at Century — 50-litre and 60-litre 
V16s that are pumping out up to 2,500 hp — are providing 
outstanding availability as they haul close to 5.5 million 
tonnes of ore a year from the 340-metre deep pit.

Six Liebherr face shovels and 32 Komatsu haul trucks are 
part of the Cummins-powered fleet at the remote zinc 
and lead mine which is operating at record profit and 
production levels. 

There’s certainly intense activity at Century: A seemingly 
endless line of enormous Komatsu haul trucks pull out of 
the depths of the pit, their Cummins engines laying bare 
immense strength as the big Holset turbos pump cool, 
compressed air to the 16 cylinders.

Availability of the Cummins engines is in excess of 90%, 
evidence that they’re playing a key role in the productivity 
of the mine. The crucial factor is not only engine integrity 
but also the service support from the Cummins Townsville 
team and two on-site Cummins technicians.

In recent months, 12 new Komatsu 830E trucks and seven 
second-hand 830Es, all propelled by 2,500 hp Cummins 
QSK60 engines, have arrived on site for the stripping of 
36 million bank cubic metres of waste rock over the next 
three years.

This stripping, which will cost $280 million ($90 million of 
which has been spent on additional fleet to move the waste 
rock), is to overcome the increased risk of unstable pit walls.

While Zinifex owns most of the machinery at Century, the 
actual mining is carried out by Century Mining Alliance 
(CMA), an alliance with Roche Mining. 

The first Cummins engines — 50-litre V16 K2000Es — arrived 
at Century almost 10 years ago when the mine was owned 
by Pasminco. Powering 190-ton capacity Komatsu 630E 
trucks, the 2,000 hp K2000Es — eight in all — are now on 
their third engine life and still proving a critical link in the 
productivity equation.

All the K2000Es have achieved their life-to-overhaul 
targets of 20,000 hours.

There are now 24 Cummins 60-litre QSK60 engines on site, 
their 2,500 hp output driving 240-ton capacity Komatsu 830E 
trucks that thunder along on tyres costing $24,000 each. 

The oldest QSK60s have been in service since mid-2004 
and are now around the 15,000-hour mark.

“The Cummins product has been bullet-proof. We’ve had 
one engine failure in 10 years,” says Ian Watson, haul 
truck superintendent at Century Mine. “Importantly, we’re 
getting very good support from Cummins.”

“The product is working well and meeting expectations 
of a 20,000-hour life to overhaul,” says maintenance 
manager Mel Henry.

Other Cummins-powered equipment at Century includes 
six Liebherr R996 face shovels, three Hitachi EH1700 haul 
trucks with QST30 engines, and one O&K RH200 excavator 
fitted with dual KTA38 engines.

The Liebherr R996 shovels, each with dual 50-litre 
Cummins K1800E engines rated at 1500 hp, have become 
the prime digging tools at the Century mine. Two electric 
rope shovels were recently decommissioned and replaced 
with the R996s.

The Liebherr shovels have gone into service progressively 
since mid-2005 with the longest-serving unit notching up 
7,900 hours in 14 months. They are loading a total fleet of 
44 trucks at the mine.

As the haulage of ore and overburden cranks up to even 
higher levels at Century, scheduling of engine rebuilds is a 
crucial factor in ensuring production targets are met. All 
the Cummins engines at Century are shipped to Cummins’ 
rebuild facility in Cairns which has a dynamometer 
capacity of up to 4,000 hp. 

The Cairns facility is one of four major high horsepower 
Cummins rebuild operations in Australia, all of which have a 
key role to play as the commodities boom continues and the 
population of high horsepower Cummins engines increases. 

Century

Key Cummins mining personnel at the Century Mine (from 
left) Stewart McKeddie (Queensland mining business 
manager), Paul Jackson (South Pacific mining business 
manager) and on-site technician Wade Ford.

Success of the
Zinifex’s flagship Century Mine at Lawn Hill is the second biggest zinc mine in the world.
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Century Mine concentrator is optimised 
to produce 500 kilo tonnes of zinc in 
concentrate in ’07.

One of Australia’s most exclusive resorts, 
Bedarra Island on the Great Barrier Reef, now has 
reliable electricity supply following installation of 
a new state-of-the-art power system by Cummins 
Power Generation.

Each of the three new generator sets is providing 
an estimated fuel saving of $6,800 a year thanks to 
the technology incorporated in the fully automated, 
unmanned power station.

The previous power system at Bedarra, which used 
Caterpillar gensets with a manual paralleling switchboard, 
had become tired and unreliable and the resort was 
experiencing regular outages.

Looking for a solution, Voyages — the travel company that 
operates Bedarra Island along with a number of other 
award-winning Australian resorts including Lizard Island, 
Ayres Rock Resort, El Questro Homestead and Cradle 
Mountain Lodge — approached Des Dykes, senior project 
engineer (electrical) for Bovis Lead Lease.

Dykes was asked to evaluate suppliers and their solutions, 
and Cummins Power Generation was chosen to design 
and install the new fully automatic power system and 
paralleling switchboard.

“The fact we were capable of carrying out the entire 
spectrum of work in providing a turn-key prime power 
system was obviously a key factor in Cummins Power 
Generation being chosen for the project,” says Darek 
Zimnoch from Cummins Brisbane.

“We analysed 12 months of load data from the previous 
power station before selecting the gensets for the job.”

The fully integrated system utilises three Cummins Power 
Generation C200D5 generator sets and PowerCommand 
digital parallelling equipment. A Cummins MC150 digital 
master control system is integrated in a new paralleling 
and distribution switchboard which is used for supervisory 
control of the three 185 kVA gensets which are powered 
by 8.3-litre Cummins 6CTA engines. 

Cummins was given a two-week window during the 2006 
off-season to carry out the installation. Unbeknown to 
Voyages and Cummins during development of the installation 
strategy in January 2006, Cyclone Larry would devastate 
Bedarra Island on its way to the well publicised demolition 
of Innisfail in March. The resort was badly damaged, with 
reconstruction works taking until early August for all repairs 
to be completed. For this reason, the timing of the power 
system installation works became critical to ensure the work 
would not delay the grand re-opening.

The entire power station was preassembled at the Cummins 
Brisbane facility and witness-tested by representatives 
from Voyages and Bovis Lend Lease before being shipped 
to Bedarra Island. The installation team, led by Cummins 
applications engineer for Queensland, Grant McWhinnie, 
did a great job bringing the project in on time.

The maximum power demand at Bedarra Island requires at 
least two of the gensets to be operational at any one time 
— one machine continuously running to supply the base 
load, with the second to automatically come on line during 
peak load periods — while the third genset is on standby in 
the unlikely event of any problems.

The three gensets automatically assume the duty role on a 
rotating basis to ensure that no one unit has excessive usage.

Additional Fleetguard fuel and bypass oil filters are also 
used to extend service intervals from 250 to 500 hours.

The radiators are remote-mounted units from CBM 
Technologies and are fully galvanised with polyurethane-
coated cores to handle the corrosive environment. The 
fans are electrically-driven to reduce the load on the 
gensets, resulting in estimated fuel savings of $6,800 a 
year per engine. 

Power 
  in paradise

One of Australia’s most exclusive resorts, Bedarra Island 
now has a state-of-the-art power system designed and 
installed by Cummins Power Generation.

Two  of the key Cummins men behind the design and 
installation of the power system on Bedarra Island,  
Grant McWhinnie (left) and Darek Zimnoch.

The fully integrated power system utilises three 
Cummins Power Generation generator sets, Cummins 
PowerCommand digital paralleling equipment, and a 
Cummins digital master control system which is integrated 
in a new paralleling and distribution switchboard.

Australian company Zinifex, one of the world’s 
largest integrated zinc and lead companies, is 
enjoying bountiful times in the China-inspired 
commodities boom.

The company that emerged from the ashes of the collapsed 
Pasminco in 2004 achieved a stellar net profit of nearly 
$1.1billion in 2005-06 — more than four and half times the 
size of the previous year’s profit of $231.6 million.

The result is even more remarkable when it’s considered 
that in one year the company generated a profit that 
exceeded the price ($960 million) paid for the assets that 
created Zinifex a little more than two years before.

The main earnings engine for Zinifex was its flagship 
Century Mine at Lawn Hill in north-west Queensland where 
total zinc and lead metal production for the year was a 
record 599,330 tonnes. 

Zinifex also operates an underground mine in Rosebery, 
Tasmania, and four smelters: a zinc smelter in Hobart, the 

world’s largest primary lead smelter in Port Pirie in 
South Australia, a zinc smelter in Holland, and a  
zinc smelter in the US.

Zinifex listed in April 2004, a reincarnation of 
Pasminco that imploded in 2001 under a $2.8 billion 
mountain of debt. Zinifex bought only the best (six) 
assets from Pasminco – assets that have hit their 
straps on the back of booming commodity prices.

Zinc is primarily used for steel galvanising and  
die-casting.

The Century deposit, discovered in 1990 by CRA 
(now Rio Tinto), was purchased by Pasminco in 1997 
at which time development of the mine began. 
The first shipment of zinc concentrate was made in 
December 1999.

Century is now the second biggest zinc mine in the world, 
contributing around 60% of Zinifex’s pre-tax earnings and 
more than 80% of its concentrate production.

However, active mining is due to finish at Century in 2015, 
and Zinifex is stepping up efforts to find a replacement.

The company is doubling its exploration spend to 
$90 million over the next three years with a focus on 
advanced projects in Australia and overseas. 

Zinc-plated dollars 
flow in for Zinifex

Wade Ford looks entirely at home in an 
environment where awesome machinery 
dominates the landscape.

One of two Cummins diesel technicians based at Century 
mine, he has probably been heard to utter: ‘If it’s got 
wheels you can see over, it ain’t worth working on!’

Mining is in Wade’s blood. Following in his father’s 
footsteps, he spent time early in his working life at 
BHP’s Peak Downs mine in the Bowen Basin coalfields 
of central Queensland.

Wade joined Cummins in 1994 in Mackay, moved to 
Townsville in 1995, 
and then crossed the 
country to remote 
Karratha in Western 
Australia where 
he had two years 
in field service, 
supporting high 
horsepower Cummins 
engines in the great 
iron ore mines of the 
Pilbara region.

Returning to the 
east coast, Wade 
became workshop 
foreman at Cummins 
Townsville in 2000 
before taking on 
the assignment at Wade Ford

Century
Success of the

Century Mine, where he has been plying his expertise 
for the last five years.

He takes pride in Cummins’ service support at Century 
and the relationship that has been built with Century 
Mining Alliance.

“I’ve travelled around a lot with Cummins and the 
company has always looked after me,” says Wade. 
“There are certainly plenty of opportunities with 
Cummins to do what you want to do. For me, it’s 
working in mining.”  

Cummins K2000E engines in Komatsu 630E haul trucks have delivered outstanding service at Century Mine.

Awesome at the ore face
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Century Mine concentrator is optimised 
to produce 500 kilo tonnes of zinc in 
concentrate in ’07.

One of Australia’s most exclusive resorts, 
Bedarra Island on the Great Barrier Reef, now has 
reliable electricity supply following installation of 
a new state-of-the-art power system by Cummins 
Power Generation.

Each of the three new generator sets is providing 
an estimated fuel saving of $6,800 a year thanks to 
the technology incorporated in the fully automated, 
unmanned power station.

The previous power system at Bedarra, which used 
Caterpillar gensets with a manual paralleling switchboard, 
had become tired and unreliable and the resort was 
experiencing regular outages.

Looking for a solution, Voyages — the travel company that 
operates Bedarra Island along with a number of other 
award-winning Australian resorts including Lizard Island, 
Ayres Rock Resort, El Questro Homestead and Cradle 
Mountain Lodge — approached Des Dykes, senior project 
engineer (electrical) for Bovis Lead Lease.

Dykes was asked to evaluate suppliers and their solutions, 
and Cummins Power Generation was chosen to design 
and install the new fully automatic power system and 
paralleling switchboard.

“The fact we were capable of carrying out the entire 
spectrum of work in providing a turn-key prime power 
system was obviously a key factor in Cummins Power 
Generation being chosen for the project,” says Darek 
Zimnoch from Cummins Brisbane.

“We analysed 12 months of load data from the previous 
power station before selecting the gensets for the job.”

The fully integrated system utilises three Cummins Power 
Generation C200D5 generator sets and PowerCommand 
digital parallelling equipment. A Cummins MC150 digital 
master control system is integrated in a new paralleling 
and distribution switchboard which is used for supervisory 
control of the three 185 kVA gensets which are powered 
by 8.3-litre Cummins 6CTA engines. 

Cummins was given a two-week window during the 2006 
off-season to carry out the installation. Unbeknown to 
Voyages and Cummins during development of the installation 
strategy in January 2006, Cyclone Larry would devastate 
Bedarra Island on its way to the well publicised demolition 
of Innisfail in March. The resort was badly damaged, with 
reconstruction works taking until early August for all repairs 
to be completed. For this reason, the timing of the power 
system installation works became critical to ensure the work 
would not delay the grand re-opening.

The entire power station was preassembled at the Cummins 
Brisbane facility and witness-tested by representatives 
from Voyages and Bovis Lend Lease before being shipped 
to Bedarra Island. The installation team, led by Cummins 
applications engineer for Queensland, Grant McWhinnie, 
did a great job bringing the project in on time.

The maximum power demand at Bedarra Island requires at 
least two of the gensets to be operational at any one time 
— one machine continuously running to supply the base 
load, with the second to automatically come on line during 
peak load periods — while the third genset is on standby in 
the unlikely event of any problems.

The three gensets automatically assume the duty role on a 
rotating basis to ensure that no one unit has excessive usage.

Additional Fleetguard fuel and bypass oil filters are also 
used to extend service intervals from 250 to 500 hours.

The radiators are remote-mounted units from CBM 
Technologies and are fully galvanised with polyurethane-
coated cores to handle the corrosive environment. The 
fans are electrically-driven to reduce the load on the 
gensets, resulting in estimated fuel savings of $6,800 a 
year per engine. 

Power 
  in paradise

One of Australia’s most exclusive resorts, Bedarra Island 
now has a state-of-the-art power system designed and 
installed by Cummins Power Generation.

Two  of the key Cummins men behind the design and 
installation of the power system on Bedarra Island,  
Grant McWhinnie (left) and Darek Zimnoch.

The fully integrated power system utilises three 
Cummins Power Generation generator sets, Cummins 
PowerCommand digital paralleling equipment, and a 
Cummins digital master control system which is integrated 
in a new paralleling and distribution switchboard.

Australian company Zinifex, one of the world’s 
largest integrated zinc and lead companies, is 
enjoying bountiful times in the China-inspired 
commodities boom.

The company that emerged from the ashes of the collapsed 
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$1.1billion in 2005-06 — more than four and half times the 
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created Zinifex a little more than two years before.
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Century Mine at Lawn Hill in north-west Queensland where 
total zinc and lead metal production for the year was a 
record 599,330 tonnes. 
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Tasmania, and four smelters: a zinc smelter in Hobart, the 

world’s largest primary lead smelter in Port Pirie in 
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Zinifex listed in April 2004, a reincarnation of 
Pasminco that imploded in 2001 under a $2.8 billion 
mountain of debt. Zinifex bought only the best (six) 
assets from Pasminco – assets that have hit their 
straps on the back of booming commodity prices.

Zinc is primarily used for steel galvanising and  
die-casting.

The Century deposit, discovered in 1990 by CRA 
(now Rio Tinto), was purchased by Pasminco in 1997 
at which time development of the mine began. 
The first shipment of zinc concentrate was made in 
December 1999.

Century is now the second biggest zinc mine in the world, 
contributing around 60% of Zinifex’s pre-tax earnings and 
more than 80% of its concentrate production.

However, active mining is due to finish at Century in 2015, 
and Zinifex is stepping up efforts to find a replacement.

The company is doubling its exploration spend to 
$90 million over the next three years with a focus on 
advanced projects in Australia and overseas. 
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One of two Cummins diesel technicians based at Century 
mine, he has probably been heard to utter: ‘If it’s got 
wheels you can see over, it ain’t worth working on!’

Mining is in Wade’s blood. Following in his father’s 
footsteps, he spent time early in his working life at 
BHP’s Peak Downs mine in the Bowen Basin coalfields 
of central Queensland.

Wade joined Cummins in 1994 in Mackay, moved to 
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and then crossed the 
country to remote 
Karratha in Western 
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he had two years 
in field service, 
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Returning to the 
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became workshop 
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Townsville in 2000 
before taking on 
the assignment at Wade Ford
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Century Mine, where he has been plying his expertise 
for the last five years.

He takes pride in Cummins’ service support at Century 
and the relationship that has been built with Century 
Mining Alliance.

“I’ve travelled around a lot with Cummins and the 
company has always looked after me,” says Wade. 
“There are certainly plenty of opportunities with 
Cummins to do what you want to do. For me, it’s 
working in mining.”  

Cummins K2000E engines in Komatsu 630E haul trucks have delivered outstanding service at Century Mine.

Awesome at the ore face
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Richard Obach with the world record black marlin he caught off Cairns, Australia, in 1966, and at right with 
Cummins MerCruiser Diesel President and CEO Scott Patrohay at a 40th anniversary function in Cairns. In 
the photo with the marlin, Obach is pictured with George Bransford who owned Sea Baby.

Marlin
mania 

Tim Worme (left), general manager of Cummins MerCruiser Diesel South Pacific, presents 
the winner’s cheque to the crew from the Cummins QSM11-powered Mauna Kea. Forty years ago last September a fish was caught that 

changed the world of gamefishing and put Cairns, Australia, 
on the map as an international tourist destination.

To mark the 40th anniversary of the capture of the first 1000 lb black 
marlin on rod and reel in Australia, a special tournament was held 
off Cairns in September with Cummins MerCruiser Diesel playing a 
prominent role. 

Legendary angler Richard Obach, who caught the record black marlin 
back in 1966, flew in from the US to attend the anniversary event.

As major sponsor of the 40th Anniversary Black Marlin Tournament, 
Cummins MerCruiser Diesel flags fluttered on 64 boats as anglers, 
deckies and seasoned captains set out from Cairns pumped on 
adrenaline. 

Each year the giant black marlin migrate to the 240 km stretch of the 
Great Barrier Reef between Cairns and Lizard Island. This area has now 
produced more black marlin of 1000 lb and heavier than any other part 
of the world.

The sight of a monster line-burning billfish exploding from the surface 
is enough to blow anyone away. It’s no wonder why this stretch of 
water stirs up such a buzz among anglers from all around the globe 
— anglers that have included Lee Marvin, Jack Nicklaus and Ernest 
Borgnine over the years.

It all started on September 25, 1966, when American Richard Obach, a 
deckhand on Captain George Bransford’s boat Sea Baby, hooked onto a 
huge black marlin about 30 nautical miles off Cairns. 

This marlin, weighing 1,064 lb, was caught using 80 lb line. It turned 
out to be a new world record — the first marlin ever caught on rod and 
reel over 1000 lb using 80 lb line. 

The biggest black marlin ever caught is a record still held by American 
Alfred C Glassell Jnr who captured his 1,560 lb fish (on 130 lb line) in 
1953 off the coast of Cabo Blanco, Peru.
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Richard Obach returned to Cairns in September for the Cummins MerCruiser 
Diesel 40th anniversary tournament — the first time he’d been back in 
Australia since his famous catch. Now in his 60s and living in Florida, he 
delighted his audience in recalling the one that didn’t get away.

Exactly 100 black marlin were tagged and released during the four-day 
tournament.

Fittingly, the Cummins QSM11-powered Mauna Kea and its crew claimed the 
Champion Boat & Team award with nine marlin tagged. Corey Hard skippered 
Mauna Kea and the winning team pocketed $47,000 in cash. 

Two other boats with QSM11 power, Moana III and Sir Reel, featured in the 
tournament with anglers on the vessels, Lorraine Stewart and Jeff Mount, 
tagging 950 lb marlin — the biggest of the event.

One of the best-known motherships between Cairns and Lizard Island,  
The Boss, was also involved in the tournament, providing 5-star luxury to 
a number of anglers after they had to put up with blustery south-easterly 
conditions on all days. The Boss is propelled by twin 580 hp QSM11s.

“Cummins MerCruiser Diesel’s Quantum range of electronic engines, headed 
by the QSM11, specifically meets the demands of the gamefishing industry in 
terms of smoke-free, high-output operation and best-in-class fuel efficiency 
and reliability,” says Tim Worme, general manager of Cummins MerCruiser 
Diesel South Pacific.

“Owners of game 
boats can also count 
on unmatched service 
support from Cummins’ 
extensive branch and 
dealer network around 
Australia and New 
Zealand.” 

The game boats at Cairns marine before the start of the Cummins MerCruiser 
Diesel 40th anniversary tournament.

Anglers, deckies and seasoned captains in 64 boats set out from Cairns pumped 
on adrenaline. 

Seas were lumpy for all four days  
of the tournament.

More chug 
for NZ tug
One of New Zealand’s most active 

tugs, Pacific Way, is now under power 
from dual 600 hp Cummins K19 engines.

The tug, once propelled by General Electric 
diesels, is owned and operated by Heron 
Construction — a civil engineering firm 
that specialises in dredging and marine 
construction works.

The company has been dredging New Zealand 
harbours for over 40 years, and the Cummins-
powered Pacific Way is now playing a key role 
in shifting massive amounts of sand and silt.

The tug was actually commissioned in 1959, 
with Heron Construction buying it in the  
 mid-90s to tow hopper (bottom dump) barges 
and backhoe dredges around New Zealand.

“The original General Electric engines were 
becoming tired, parts were hard to find, and 
people who could work on them were scarce,” 
says Gerard Kroef, director of Heron Construction 
which is based in Papakura, South Auckland.

“Our two options were repowering Pacific Way 
or building a new tug which would have been 
a multi-million dollar exercise.”

The repower option was decided on, and 
Heron Construction immediately looked to 
Cummins for a solution.

“Our experience with Cummins engines, 
including two K19s we were already operating 
(one powering a cutter suction dredge, the 
other a booster pump) was that they were 
very reliable and easy to work on. We’d also 
found parts supply and service support to be 
good,” says Gerard Kroef.

Cummins’ marine engine manager in Auckland, 
Jon Jarvie, recommended a dual 19-litre 
KTA19 installation, and the repower of the 
26-metre tug — carried out by the Heron 
Construction team — was completed by  
mid-2005.

Pacific Way is performing impressively.  
“It’s operating 24 hours a day, six days a  
week and is either towing our dredges and 
barges from port to port, or towing the  
barges out to sea to dump the dredgings,” 
Gerard Kroef points out.

The loaded barges weigh up to 1400 tonnes. 

Cummins-powered tug  ‘Pacific Way’ is 
playing a key role in shifting massive 

amounts of sand and silt for NZ harbours.
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The annual induction ceremony for the 
National Road Transport Hall of Fame in Alice 
Springs was held in August with hundreds of 
people gathering to celebrate the deeds of men, 
women and machinery.

The Cummins display at the Hall of Fame brought back 
special memories for two of the 2006 inductees, Gordon 
Martin and Mick Travlos, whose ties with Cummins diesel 
power go back 40 years.

Today, the two men oversee respected trucking operations 
that are spearheaded by the Cummins Signature engine.

It was in 1964 that Michael (Mick) Travlos decided he 
would migrate from Greece to Australia. He was only 17 
and couldn’t speak a word of English. His total assets on 
arrival in Australia were somewhat intangible — a friendly 
Greek nature and the instinctive knowledge that through 

hard work and determination he would make progress  
in Australia.

Mick finally decided on a career after working with the 
railways, Ford Motor Co and then Mt Isa Mines driving 
a Euclid dump truck during which time he saved up the 
deposit — £3000 — to buy a second-hand Bedford trip 
truck and become an owner-driver.

A year later Mick started his interstate career with a 
Ford D1000 powered by a 185 hp Cummins V8. “I spent 
more time fixing it than driving it,” he jokes today. Then 
followed a Commer, a Volvo F88, a White 9000, a Volvo 
F89 and a Deutz. In 1969 Mick bought his first Kenworth 
and it was  propelled by a Cummins NTC335.

At this stage Mick, operating as Olymbos Transport, was 
running between Melbourne and Perth and having to 
traverse around 1000 km of dirt across the Nullarbor. To 
make the job easier he ordered a 475 hp V12 Detroit in 

a Kenworth in 1972. “It 
blew up on its first trip 
but it then went on to 
do 1.9 million kilometres 
before I repowered 
the truck with a KT450 
Cummins. That engine did 
two million kilometres 
with hardly a problem,” 
Mick recalls.

Today, the Travlos 
business operates as 
Victorian Trucking with 
37 Cummins Signature-
powered trucks running 
on east coast routes, 
sub-contracted mainly 
to TNT. “We’ve tried the 
other engine brands but 
no one has service back-
up like Cummins,” says 
Mick. “The people you 
have to deal with is very 
important.”

Gordon Martin started 
out in the road transport 

industry over 40 years ago, working with one truck for the 
Merriwa Shire Council, building roads in the upper Hunter 
Valley region of NSW.

With a keen eye for business, Gordon then saw an 
opportunity to take fertiliser in bulk from Newcastle into 
the Scone area before venturing into livestock. 

He started taking cattle from the sales at Maitland and 
Singleton to the abattoirs at Riverstone near Windsor. 
Back and forth up the Putty Road, Gordon soon realised 
that as his business grew he would need help, so trucks 
were purchased and drivers employed. No doubt there 
were times in those early days when Gordon must have 
questioned where he was heading but in typical Gordon 
Martin fashion no job was too big or too small and each 
one received the same amount of attention. Along the 
way Gordon purchased many different companies, seizing 
opportunities as they arose.

Eventually Gordon ventured back in to bulk haulage, 
transporting coal from the Hunter Valley to Newcastle 
as well as to the local rail heads. At one stage in the 
1980s he had 60 of his own trucks plus 80 sub-contractors 
carting coal before the business was sold to Boral in 1989.

At that time he had only six stock trucks, but through 
the ‘90s significant fleet growth was driven by market 
demand as well as a number of acquisitions, including the 
Finemores stock haulage business in 1997. Early in 2004 
Walkers of Dubbo was added to the acquisition list.

Today Martins Stock Haulage runs over 85 trucks — mainly 
B-doubles and roadtrains — anywhere across the eastern 
states, but mainly on the Newell Highway. The bulk 
division has over 20 trucks going wherever they’re 
needed. All but a couple of the trucks in the livestock and 
bulk operations have Cummins Signature power, a far cry 
from the first Cummins engine Gordon Martin acquired in 
the 1960s – a C160 that powered an International C1840.

In an industry as fiercely demanding as livestock haulage, 
service support is crucial. “No one surpasses Cummins’ 
service,” says Gordon. “Cummins has never walked away 
from us, has never shirked a problem. You don’t realise 
how good the service is until you’ve tried the other side.”

Haul  
of Fame

Mick Travlos stands alongside a Cummins NH250 at the Hall of Fame. The NH model was the 
start of Cummins’ legendary 855 cubic inch (14-litre) engine family.

Gordon Martin outside the Hall of Fame in Alice Springs 
after his induction.
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Gordon Martin is a kind  man who adores children, is an 
avid supporter of the Westpac Rescue Helicopter Service, 
and is committed to looking after “his people” — the 
people who strive to make him and his business a success. 
As Gordon says: “You can’t overestimate the value of 
employee loyalty…a company isn’t worth a cracker 
without it.” 

Hall of Fame inductees Gordon Martin and Mick Travlos 
with Cummins South Pacific executives Steve Wraith (left) 
and Col Russell (second from right).

Three notable engines are the centrepiece of Cummins’ 
Hall of Fame display — a CF180, NHC250 and N14 Celect. 
A V903 will be added in the near future.

A highlight of the Road Transport Hall of Fame 
induction celebrations is the Truckies Race Day 
and Cummins Cup, staged by the Alice Springs Turf 
Club. The 2006 Cummins Cup was won by Zetegic 
(above), its fourth win in a row. The photos show 
Zetegic with trainer and part-owner Michael 
Cornell and his sister Alice, and the Cornell family 
(Michael, his wife Di and their children Sofie and 
Cameron) with Ross McDonald, general manager of 
Cummins South Pacific’s truck engine business. 

Plenty of horsepower 

at Cummins Cup

Australia’s largest cotton carrier, Brisbane-based 
Jarratt Transport, has completed another big year, 
moving over 820,000 bales from April through to 
late August.

“On one day alone — our biggest day ever — we had 246 
trailer loads of cotton,” says Phil Jarratt, owner of the 
business with wife Jodie.

Jarratt Transport used its own fleet of five roadtrains — all 
with Cummins ISX 500 power — plus a huge contingent of 
sub-contractors to haul the 227 kg bales of cotton from 
gin to warehouse to port in NSW and Queensland.

“On any one day we had up to 70 sub-contractors hauling 
cotton for us,” Phil points out. 

Jarratt Transport achieved another milestone in 2006, 
carrying its two millionth bale for Namoi Cotton, one of 
Australia’s largest processors and marketers of cotton.

Phil and Jodie Jarratt both grew up in Moree in north-west 
NSW, one of the richest agricultural areas in Australia and 
one of the nation’s largest cotton producing regions.

Phil bought his first truck in 1991 to haul cotton, a 
second-hand Ford LTL9000 with a Cummins Big Cam 350. 
Today, the Jarratts operate three Western Stars and two 
Kenworths, their ISX 500 engines having Smart Torque 
capability which provides 1850 lb ft of torque in the top 
two gears and 1650 lb ft through the rest of the gears.

“The reliability of our ISXs has been first rate,” says Phil 
Jarratt. “We know that if we do have an issue we have 
excellent Cummins branch and dealer support in the areas 
in which we operate.”

Fuel economy is another plus with the ISX. “Our economy 
target for 80-tonne roadtrain work is 1.6 km/litre and we 
averaged 1.62 km/h across our five ISX 500 engines during 
the cotton season,” Phil reveals. 

Jarratt spins a 
positive yarn

Jarratt fleet is powered by the Cummins ISX 500 engine which has delivered outstanding reliability.

Jarratt Transport moved over 
820,000 bales of cotton in 2006.
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The latest engine in Cummins’ EGR test 
program in Australia holds no fears for well-known 
Victorian logging operator GN & VL Leeson.

“We don’t have any concerns about testing EGR 
technology because we know Cummins will support the 
product,” says managing director Garry Leeson.

“Our experience is that no other engine manufacturer 
supports its product like Cummins.”

Leeson’s engine in the spotlight is a Signature 580 equipped 
with cooled EGR (exhaust gas recirculation), and it has 
been in service in 68-tonne B-double work since July.

The EGR engine is installed in a Peterbilt 379, one of  
18 trucks in the Leeson log cartage fleet which includes 
nine B-doubles.

Cummins has selected cooled EGR technology for its 
heavy-duty engine range — ISM, ISX and Signature — to 

be introduced in Australia in 2008 to meet the ADR80/02 
emissions regulations.

It’s no surprise that Garry Leeson wanted to test the 
EGR engine. He’s known as a leader not a follower in 
putting new developments and concepts to the test in his 
operation based at Rosedale in Victoria’s Gippsland region.

In 1990 he began operating the first officially sanctioned 
B-double in Victoria after personally lobbying the State 
Minister for Transport, and in 1994 he put the first  
25-metre tri-tri B-double into logging in Australia.

Leeson currently harvests and hauls around  
410,000 tonnes of pine a year as well as 38,000 tonnes  
of hardwood. 

Leeson’s workshop manager Ismail ‘Issy’ Kalan is enthused 
about the EGR engine test. “The technology’s coming so 
we decided to get with it early to determine what impact, 
if any, it has in our operation,” he says.

“So far, so good. We’ve 
had an issue with an EGR 
valve, but apart from 
that the engine’s going 
very well and we’re 
getting great support 
from the Cummins 
Dandenong branch.”

Stuart Moloney has been 
piloting the Peterbilt 
from day one and he’s 
enjoying the EGR engine 
experience. “I’m really 
happy with it. It’s 
pulling well and the 
fuel economy is getting 
better all the time,”  
he says.

In its first three months 
of operation, the engine 
averaged 1.45 km/litre 
in 68-tonne B-double 
work which ‘Issy’ Kalan 
says is “in the ballpark” 
compared with other 
Cummins Signature 
engines in the fleet when 
they were bedding in.

“We have a mix of Cummins and Cat power in our  
B-double operation, and the Cummins Signatures are 
definitely the best on fuel,” he points out.

Simplicity and the resultant reliability is one of the key reasons 
Cummins has chosen EGR technology for its heavy-duty  
engine line-up to be introduced in Australia in 2008.

EGR is a simple 
subsystem that 
doesn’t change any 
of the base engine 
design or components 
of the current ISM, 
ISX and Signature 
engines.

The two-year 
Australian test 
program — the most 
extensive real-world 
testing of a new 
Cummins engine 
ever carried out in 
Australia — is to 
ensure there are no 
surprises when EGR is 
introduced in 2008. 

No fears 
with Cummins EGR

Stuart Moloney…enjoying 
driving the Signature EGR 

engine.

Signature EGR engine is performing impressively 68-tonne B-double work.

Garry Leeson…a leader not a follower in 
putting new technology to the test.

Leeson Peterbilt was bought through Kent Collision & 
Kustom of Ingleburn, NSW.
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Chris Burns started at Cummins late last year 
as a mature age 1st year apprentice.

The 34-year-old has no regrets about his decision. “This 
is the best job I’ve ever had,” he says at the Cummins 
Campbellfield facility in Melbourne.

When Chris left school he went to agricultural college  
for three years and then spent some time in the US  
in farming. 

Back in Australia he took on driving jobs, piloting tour 
coaches and interstate trucks.

One thing troubled him though, as he relates today:  
“I kept on asking myself, ‘If I get sick of driving what  
am I going to do?’”

An apprenticeship as a diesel mechanic was in the back 
of his mind in light of his experience as a truck and coach 
driver, and a friend suggested he talk to Cummins.

“I didn’t know much about Cummins but when I read 
up about it I was surprised how big it was, that it was a 
global company,” says Chris.

After an interview with Cummins 
Campbellfield service manager Allan 
Kerr, Chris was taken on as a 1st year 
apprentice.

“What I like about this place is that 
the manager’s door is always open 
if you’ve got a problem or want to 
discuss something,” says Chris.

“Another thing I like is that when 
you’re given a job it’s yours from 
start to finish.” 

A recent job he had ownership 
of, and gained a great deal of 
satisfaction from, was the repowering of four SCT 
Logistics Kenworths with Cummins Signature engines.

Chris was recently voted by his peers at Campbellfield 
as ‘Employee of the Month’, and Cummins Area Director 
for Victoria and NSW, Steve Wraith, was on hand to 
congratulate him.

“It’s great when something like that is acknowledged by a 
senior manager of the company,” says Chris.

Chris, who is 50 days ahead of schedule in his TAFE 
schooling, is looking forward to his future with Cummins. 
“There are obviously a lot of career opportunities at 
Cummins, both within Australia and overseas. I’d like to 
get into the technical training side and it would also be 
great working for the company in America,” he says. 

Chris Burns (right) with Cummins Campbellfield  
service manager Allan Kerr.

Tui Toby (left) with 
Cummins South Pacific 

service training manager 
Sally Mason.

For some young women, doing an apprenticeship 
as a diesel mechanic would be a bit daunting, but 
not so for mother-of-three Tui Toby.

“I’m having fun,” declares 25-year-old Tui, a 1st year 
apprentice at Cummins Campbellfield in Melbourne.

“If I get cheek from any of the guys I just put them in 
their place,” she jokes.

A New Zealander who came to Australia 18 months ago 
to “have a look around”, Tui learned about Cummins at a 
careers expo in Melbourne. “I didn’t think I’d get a go as 
an apprentice because I’m a female, but to my amazement 
Cummins decided to give me a chance,” she says.

Tui left school when she was 16 and tried a number 
of career paths in Auckland — merchandising, office 
administration, computers — without really getting what 
she wanted most, “hands on” job satisfaction.

Eighteen months ago Tui, her partner and three kids 
moved to Australia not knowing what the future held. 
Today, she’s getting a trade under her belt and enjoying 
every moment of it at Cummins.

The thought of being able to understand things 
mechanical and even fix her own car appeals to Tui.

Being a successful apprentice is very important to her. 
She’s enthusiastic about learning and is prepared to give 
anything a go. “I want to develop new skills, I want to 
learn about everything,” she says sincerely. 

“The leading hands here are awesome to work with. 
They’re only too willing to help if I need a hand with 
anything.”

Tui, who started at Cummins at the beginning of 2006, is 
now going out on field service work. She’s also excelling in 
her TAFE schooling, realising it will all add up to excellent 
career opportunities at Cummins in the long term.

Three weeks in every four Tui works the 8 am to 4 pm 
shift. “I’m home by 4.30 which gives me time to muck 
around with the kids,” she says with a satisfied smile.

Cummins Campbellfield service manager Allan Kerr is 
impressed with Tui’s enthusiasm, aptitude and strong work 
ethic. “It’s great having her on board,” he says. 

‘Best job ever’ 
for mature-age apprentice

Tui tunes up 
her career
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Tom Higgins, who went from 
working at the dockyards to doing 
an apprenticeship with Cummins 
Brisbane, has been named 2006 
Apprentice of the Year by the 
Commercial Vehicle Industry 
Association of Queensland (CVIAQ).

Another Cummins Brisbane apprentice, 
Lee Rodgie, has received a High 
Achievement Award from the CVIAQ.

In his third year as an apprentice with 
Cummins, 23-year-old Tom Higgins says 
he knew “absolutely nothing” about 
diesel engines when he took on the 
apprenticeship. “I thought they were like 
car motors with spark plugs,” he says 
with a laugh.

It’s the learning process that Tom says is 
the favourite part of his apprenticeship. 
“I’ve learned heaps at Cummins,” he 
says. “It’s the best training I could have 
ever had.”

Tom, who is one of 30 apprentices in 
the Cummins Brisbane operation, says 
he wanted a career that would take him 
places and Cummins has given him the 
opportunity to do exactly that.

The CVIAQ award is highly regarded by 
the industry and has a history going back 
over 25 years. It is open to apprentices 
from the heavy vehicle repair, service 
and manufacturing sectors. The 
Apprentice of the Year receives a laptop, 
software, printer and tools to the value 
of $4000. 

Cummins has won a prestigious Australian 
Government Business Achievement Award for the 
advancement of women in the workplace.

The award, presented to Gino Butera, Managing Director 
of Cummins Pacific Asia Distribution, was for Outstanding 
EEO Practice for the Advancement of Women in a  
Non-Traditional Area or Role.

Cummins was also a finalist in another award, for Outstanding 
Initiative/Result for the Advancement of Women.

Each year the Australian Government’s Equal Opportunity 
for Women in the Workplace Agency (EOWA) presents 
awards to companies that have contributed to equal 
opportunity in employment on a national basis.

“I am extremely proud of our Diversity Council and 
Women’s Leadership Network Group for the advancement 
we have made over the past few years in the area of 
equal opportunity employment,” said Gino Butera.

“To be named a finalist in two awards was very  
rewarding, but to actually win a national award is a  
great achievement.”

Cummins took out the award from finalists that included 
companies such as IBM Australia, Chevron Australia and 
Cement Australia.

“We are proud to have received recognition for our 
commitment to equal opportunity employment,” said 
Gino Butera at the presentation of the 2006 awards in 
Melbourne which was attended by more than 500 people 
including CEOs from leading Australian companies, 
government officials and the media.

Apprentice of the Year Tom Higgins (left) with fellow award-winning apprentice Lee Rodgie 
and Cummins Brisbane workshop manager John Tickle.

Cummins has implemented a range of 
EEO initiatives including creation of the 
Women’s Leadership Network Group. 

This group brings together a cross-section 
of women from across the Cummins 
South Pacific organisation who 
research EEO initiatives and prepare 
business cases for the Local Diversity 
Council’s consideration with the aim of 
implementing best practices.

“The range of EEO initiatives we’ve 
introduced has resulted in significant 
progress in our ability to attract, 
promote and retain talented women,” 
said Gino Butera.

“We are in a highly competitive 
environment and it will be the 
companies and organisations that 
attract and retain the most talented 
people that will succeed.” 

Cummins Pacific Asia Managing Director Gino Butera with Anna McPhee (right), Director 
of the Equal Opportunity for Women in the Workplace Agency; and Monica Edgar, 
General Council — ExxonMobil Australia Law Department.

Federal Minister for Employment and Workplace Relations Kevin Andrews (second 
from right) with the Cummins South Pacific team at the awards presentation. 
From left are Employee Development Manager Tiffany Maynard; Cummins Pacific 
Asia Distribution Managing Director Gino Butera; IT Operations Team Leader Lora 
Capobianco; and Director — Quality, OH&S and Environment Sylvia Ryan.

Cummins wins top diversity award

From docks to diesels: 

Brisbane apprentice
takes out top award
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Bob Walker, who has had over 
30 years in key technical 
and service support roles for 
Cummins in Australia and 
overseas, has been appointed 
branch manager of Cummins 
Brisbane.

Bob began working for 
Cummins in the late 1960s as 
a diesel technician at Lansvale 
in Sydney. He then moved in 
to field service in western 
NSW before transferring to 
Papua New Guinea where he 

was responsible for field service in that country as well as 
the Solomon Islands.

Bob returned to Australia in 1977 and, based in Darwin, 
was responsible for Cummins sales and service in the 
Northern Territory. In 1980 he was appointed Queensland 
service manager based in Brisbane, and then in 1993 
moved to Indonesia to become regional service manager.

In 1996 he was appointed Cummins branch manager in 
Cairns where he took on the task of merging Cummins and 
Northern Engine Reconditioning Co (Nerco) to establish 
one of the company’s most important rebuild facilities in 
the South Pacific. 

Bob moved to Cummins South Pacific headquarters at 
Scoresby in Melbourne in 2002 to take on the role of 
general manager of service, and then in 2005 he returned 
to Brisbane to become director of parts and service 
marketing for Queensland.

Peter Flanagan has been 
appointed Townsville (Qld) 
branch manager following nine 
years as branch manager at 
Swan Hill in Victoria.

Peter has been with 
Cummins for 26 years. He 
began his career with the 
company as an apprentice 
at the Campbellfield branch 
(Melbourne) before setting up 
a Cummins service operation 
at Swan Hill in 1980.

He returned to Cummins Campbellfield in 1988 as 
workshop foreman and then moved to Wodonga branch in 
1994 to take on the role of workshop manager.

In 1997 Peter was appointed Swan Hill branch manager, a 
position he held until his appointment to Townsville.

Paul Anscombe has been 
appointed general manager of 
Cummins New Zealand.

Paul joined Cummins New 
Zealand early in 2006 after 
more than seven years in 
senior management roles with 
Cummins UK.

Paul started with Cummins UK 
in 1993 as a service technician 
and then became a workshop 
foreman. He moved to New 
Zealand in 1995 and worked 

with Trucks & Trailers Ltd before returning to the UK 
to take on the role of branch manager at the Cummins 
Heathrow facility from 1998 to 2000.

He was then appointed business unit manager for the bus 
& coach division of Cummins UK before becoming southern 
region manager in the UK with responsibility for five 
branches.

Paul returned to New Zealand in 2003 to take on the role 
of general manager – parts & service for Trucks & Trailers 
before rejoining Cummins in April this year.

Peter Flanagan

As Cummins cranks up its preparation for the 2008 Australian release of its heavy-duty engines to 
meet the ADR80/02 emissions regulations, owner-operator George Maris is only too willing to reinforced 
the message that ‘Cummins Cooled EGR Emissions Technology is The Only Choice’.

Cummins Cooled EGR – ‘The Only Choice’

George’s new B-double trailers are adorned with ‘The 
Only Choice’ message plus an image of the latest 
generation ISX/Signature engine equipped with cooled 
EGR (exhaust gas recirculation). 

Cummins testing of its cooled EGR engines in Australia 
kicked off early in 2006 and is now in full swing with units 
on trial in roadtrain, B-double and single trailer operations.

“EGR is a simple sub-system with minimal wearing parts. 
It doesn’t require multiple turbochargers, complex valve 
timing mechanisms, elaborate plumbing or exhaust 

aftertreatment,” says Ross McDonald, general manager of 
truck engine business for Cummins South Pacific.

“Cummins is the fuel economy leader today with its ISM, 
ISX and Signature engines and will be the fuel economy 
leader tomorrow with its cooled EGR engines.

“Fuel economy of our EGR test engines is exceeding 
operator expectations and there have been no major 
reliability or durability issues in hundreds of thousands of 
kilometres of testing to date.” 

New managers for 
Cummins branch 

operations

Bob Walker

Paul Anscombe

I am pleased to report that 2006 has been an extremely 
busy and rewarding year for Cummins in the South Pacific 
region. Our sales have grown and our market share 
continues to improve across all major market segments. 
We have continued to invest in our company-owned service 
support network and our organisation has remained flexible 
so that we can continue to meet the changing needs of 
today’s business environment. Globally, Cummins continues 
to report record financial performance with year to date 
sales being 16% higher than 2005. 

I would like to take this opportunity to recognise two 
important contributing factors to the success of Cummins.

The first of these factors is the significant contribution 
from the dedicated Cummins team.  Having spent much 
time on the road visiting our branches across our territory, 
I can say with confidence that each one of the Cummins 
employees contributes in a unique way to the progress 
of the company.  I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank each and everyone of the Cummins team for their 
hard work and dedication.  I know there is an immense 
amount of pride and commitment to being the best we 
can be collectively, and I am excited about the continued 
advancements that lay ahead in 2007.

The second of these factors is our customers.  Without 
customers, there would be no business and we happen 
to be fortunate enough to have many loyal customers. To 
all our customers, on behalf of everyone of the Cummins 
team, I want to thank your for your business and tell you 
that we look forward to continuing to serve you to the 
very best of our ability in the year ahead.

It’s an exciting time for us all at Cummins – we have the 
best combination of people and products and we are 
poised to continue to grow in strength and credibility in 
the year ahead.

I wish all customers and Cummins employees a safe and 
enjoyable festive season.

Best regards,

Gino Butera

Managing Director 
Cummins Pacific Asia Distribution

Comment by Gino Butera
Managing Director — Cummins Pacific Asia
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The Good Start 
Breakfast Club 

The day should always begin with a good brekkie!  

Cummins Darwin’s Community Involvement Team (CIT), in conjunction 
with the Red Cross and Sanitarium, has been volunteering for The 
Good Start Breakfast Club at the local primary school. 

“The Good Start Breakfast Club offers a free nutritional breakfast to 
disadvantaged primary aged children, many of whom would normally 
start the day on an empty stomach,” says Katherine Menz, Darwin CIT 
leader. 

“Our Community Involvement Team is there to lend a hand in serving 
the breakfast. 

“Learning on an empty stomach is difficult, and it can lead to 
problems such as poor concentration, malnutrition and long term 
problems, such as heart disease, hypertension and osteoporosis. 

“The program not only offers a safe and comfortable environment 
to eat breakfast, but it also provides valuable development for our 
youth, and it is rewarding from a volunteering perspective too!   The 
kids build their social skills by interacting with other children and the 
volunteers, who act as mentors and positive role models.  Our CIT 
also has an opportunity to integrate with other volunteers and charity 
providers within our community.” 

The recent visit to Australia of Mark Levett, 
Cummins Inc. Vice President of High Horsepower 
Engine Business, proved the ideal occasion to 
bring together former leaders of Cummins South 
Pacific operations.

He joined Clarrie Malvern, Peter Madden and Ken Sanford 
at Cummins South Pacific headquarters in Scoresby, 
Melbourne, to view the redeveloped facility where 
meeting rooms are named after the men.

Levett himself was stationed in Australia from 1979-81 as 
General Manager of Cummins South Pacific. 

“I call them legends of Cummins South Pacific, people who 
have contributed significantly to the success of Cummins 
in this region,” says Gino Butera, Managing Director of 
Cummins Pacific Asia.

“We wanted to recognise the efforts of these people and 
decided to name individual meeting rooms after them.”

Clarrie Malvern was the driving force behind the growth 
of Cummins sales and service operations in Australia. 
In 1955, he joined Blackwood Hodge, the Cummins 
distributor in Australia at the time. He became General 
Manager of Cummins Diesel Sales & Service in 1962, and 
Managing Director in 1965, a position he held until his 
retirement in 1984.

Peter Madden retired in July 2002 after 39 years of service 
to Cummins in the South Pacific. In 1963 he joined the 

Cummins distributor Blackwood Hodge as a tradesman. He 
went on to hold various positions before being appointed 
General Manager of Cummins Distribution South Pacific in 
1984. He held this position for 18 years until retirement. 

Madden is currently the community representative on the 
Cummins Community Care committee which oversees all 
the company’s social responsibility activities in the Pacific 
Asia region.

Ken Sanford was Managing Director of Cummins Australia 
from 1983 to 1990, and was appointed a Vice President 
of Cummins Engine Co in 1988. He played a key role in 
broadening Cummins’ business focus from the truck engine 
business to new growth opportunities in the industrial, 
marine and power generation markets.

In January 1990 Sanford moved to the UK to become Vice 
President and Managing Director of Cummins Central Area, 
responsible for Europe, the Middle East and Africa. 

Cummins 
‘legends’ 
meet for tribute

Cummins ‘legends’ from left: Peter Madden, Ken Sanford, Clarrie Malvern and Mark Levett.

Cummins Power Generation (CPG) 
recently conducted a series of seminars 
in New Zealand titled ‘Standby Power 
Generation: Dispelling the Myths  
on Reliability’. 

Over 45 consultants and end users 
participated in the sessions and workshops in 
Auckland and Wellington.  

Emergency and standby power systems 
have been common in many applications 
for a number of years. These systems are 
typically installed to ensure public safety or 
protect businesses from the financial risks 
associated with the loss of commercial power. 
As a result, standby power system design is 
complex and becoming more so as digital 
technology requirements increase. 

Although extended power failures in Australia 
and New Zealand are not common, the 
growing population and demand for power, 
along with the reduction in reserve capacity 
of utility service providers, is making the cost 
of standby power more palatable to facility 
owners. These factors, combined with recent 
dramatic regional power failures, weather-
related failures, and the increasing cost of 
even brief power failures, are driving more 
facilities to incorporate standby power. 

CPG recognises the role of engineering a 
standby system is often not as simple as 
selecting the most reliable generator set.  
The standby system always involves 
protection, power transfer and load 
management design. Even the simplest of 
systems may require paralleling, load adding 
and shedding management and remote 
starting/monitoring. 

The seminars included topics such as Designing 
for Dependability, Redundancy versus 
Reliability and Power Solutions for Blade 
Servers. Each of the seminars was designed  
to provide participants with technical 
discussions and activities, centred on making 
the standby system design process simpler and 
clearer for all. 

To add significant value to these workshops, 
Cummins enlisted the support of leading 
consultancy firm Norman Disney & Young (NDY) 
and MGE UPS, part of the global Schneider 
Group, to present workshops.

Craig Wilkins, Cummins sales director for 
power generation, commented: “NDY provided 
significant value in discussing the benefits 
of generator system dependability through 
good system design, and combined with MGE 
discussing UPS impacts, allowed attendees 
to learn from a couple of different design 
perspectives and how these impact each 
other.” 

Rowan Peck from NDY in Sydney presented 
an excellent workshop on the benefits of 
manufacturer control systems and custom-
built design systems. Combined with group 
case studies involving real-life applications, 
these sessions were very well received.

NDY’s local lead electrical engineers Tim 
Euinton (Auckland) and Ramon Wilson 
(Wellington) supported the presentation and 
workshops with their local perspective.

Birol Guler, General Manager — Commercial 
Gensets added: “These sessions were an 
excellent opportunity for Cummins Power 
Generation to continue to build on the current 
growth in the New Zealand market.” 

Standby power generation 
focus of NZ seminars
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Cummins Dandenong was only one day into 
launching its Community Involvement Team (CIT) 
when it was approached to help the Salvation Army 
with the installation of a Cummins Onan diesel 
generator in a refurbished bus which is being 
utilised as a mobile youth centre.  

“The double-decker bus is a refuge for the youth who 
are fending for themselves on the streets of Melbourne, 
day in day out. The bus is a safe place for these young 
people to hang out and get help, whether they’re ‘at risk’ 
or already homeless,” says Cummins Dandenong branch 
manager and acting CIT leader Laurie Kennedy.  

“Our CIT initially committed to the genset installation due 

to the Salvation Army’s lack of funding. The 5 KVA generator 
is required to power the onboard air conditioning, lighting, 
computers and video games. The bus will be stationery for 
most of its working life so the genset is vital for the reliable 
supply of power, in summer and winter, day and night,” 
continues Kennedy.

The genset itself was donated by Mike Jones, General 
Manager — Onan Consumer Products, Cummins Asia Pacific.

Installation was initially tricky tells Kennedy. “With 
so many features packed into the bus, the only space 
available for the genset was above one of the rear wheel 
wells. We are grateful for the donation by our major 
industry partner, Exhaust Control Industries, in the design 
and fabrication of the mounting and exhaust system.”

The genset installation, fuel supply, remote starting 
system and electrical connections were all completed by 
Cummins Dandenong branch technicians. And, as a further 
commitment, the Dandenong CIT will raise the necessary 
funds for the regular servicing of the genset, and the bus 
itself, as an on-going CIT activity for the branch.    

“Our CIT is proud that our very first project allowed us 
to participate in this major community initiative,” says 
Kennedy. 

Back on the road

Double-decker bus is a refuge for young 
people who are fending for themselves on 
the streets of Melbourne.

“My heart is breaking, all the while it’s 
bursting with gratitude to all of you for being so 
incredibly generous…”

These heartfelt words from Maia, a retired author and now 
teacher who lives on the island of Tinian in the South Pacific, 
are expressed in a letter of thanks to staff at Cummins South 
Pacific headquarters in Scoresby (Melbourne), Australia.

The Community Involvement Team (CIT) at Scoresby 
shipped 30 boxes of books and Cummins shirts to Maia 
who had sent out a plea on the worldwide web for books 
for a library she is setting up on Tinian, one of 15 islands 
in the Northern Mariana Islands archipelago.

Cummins IT executive Russell Neilsen noticed the web 
message and asked the CIT at Cummins South Pacific 

headquarters if it would be possible to donate the books 
so the local population, especially the children, could 
improve their English reading skills.

The CIT sent out a note to Cummins staff at Scoresby for 
books and within days 30 boxes had been collected and 
packaged for shipment to Maia.

“What hits me so hard is that the people here are so poor,” 
writes Maia. “A father was embarrassed telling me how 
grateful he was for the Cummins shirts because on a wage 
of only $3.05 an hour, and with a wife and five children, he 
couldn’t afford to buy them any new clothes for school.

“Please pass on my thanks to all the lovely people who 
donated books…I wish they could see the joy on the faces 
of the children and grown-ups who’ve dived into the 
treasure chests.” 

Cummins Dandenong’s Community Involvement Team 
(from left): Raj Singh, Sam Pippard, David Steele, Martin 
Hogben, Laurie Kennedy, Kelly Hogben, Marc Weckerle.

Bus is crammed with all the usual teenage enticements 
— video games, computers, plasma TV.

Cummins Onan generator is an important component of 
the mobile youth centre.

Cummins gift a godsend for South Pacific island

Children on the island of Tinian are overjoyed with the 
gifts from Cummins.
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Shannon Bulk Haulage is a business that has  
grown through carefully catering for the needs of 
a regional area.

Based in the small country town of Shannon near 
Palmerston North in New Zealand’s North Island, the 
operation today is guided by husband and wife team Brian 
and Janelle Gattsche. 

The amiable couple run a very tidy business, one that is 
built around a close-knit bunch of employees and serves a 
notable farming and market gardening region.

The fleet itself and the work it performs highlights a 
diverse operation.

Trucks range from a 1975 Kenworth W924 powered by a 
Cummins NTC290 to a 2005 Kenworth K104 propelled by a 
Cummins Signature 580.

The truck that Brian started out in as an owner-driver in 
1987, a Scammell 8x4 with a European Cummins NTE400 
under the shed, is also still in the fleet, with more than 
two million kilometres to its credit.

The work carried out by Shannon Bulk Haulage is just as 
diverse, with freight ranging from spuds to stock to quarry 
products.

Vegetable cartage is a major part of the operation, with 
linehaul trucks dispatching potatoes and onions north and 

returning with general freight. The fleet also includes 
trucks with V-bin/conveyor bodies for bulk potato cartage.

Shannon Bulk Haulage had its origins in Bulk Spreading Co 
which was established in 1965 by Janelle’s parents, and 
today fertiliser spreading is still an important part of  
the business.

The 18-strong fleet includes tippers for the haulage of the 
fertiliser as well as metal from a quarry that is owned by 
the family.

The background to the formation of Shannon Bulk Haulage 
in 1999 is quite a story.

Brian Gattsche grew up on a produce farm and started 
carting spuds as a 17-year-old from Opiki (near Palmerston 
North) to Auckland. In 1987 he joined the owner-driver 
ranks, buying a new Cummins-powered Scammell 8x4 and 
contracting to Kevey’s Transport as Opiki Linehaul.

Brian and Janelle married in 1990. Janelle’s parents, Mel 
and Claudia Eveleigh, had established Bulk Spreading Co 
in 1965, and several years later had become partners in 
Farmer’s Transport which concentrated on potato and 
livestock haulage. The Eveleighs also established Shannon 
Metal Supplies in the 1970s.

As a married coupled, Brian and Janelle started managing 
the Bulk Spreading Co business in 1992. Another new 
enterprise, Bulk Potato Transport, was created in 1997, 
but to conquer the growing paper war the different 
operations were amalgamated in 1999 to trade under one 
company as one name, Shannon Bulk Haulage.

The newest trucks in the fleet today are 8x4 Kenworth 
K104s pulling four-axle trailers. They are powered by 
Cummins Signature 580 engines that are averaging 1.95 
km/litre on linehaul. “The fuel economy of the Signatures 
really upsets our friends who have a Cat C15,” says Janelle.

Controlling costs is absolutely critical for New Zealand 
truck operators who are not only burdened with high fuel 
prices (which have been in excess of $1a litre) but also 
road user charges (RUCs) which can amount to  
38 cents/km per vehicle.

For a company that runs a mix of old generation 
Cummins engines (L10s, M11s and NT 855s) and the latest 
technology powerhouses (Signatures), service and parts 
support is obviously important. “We get very good support 
from Cummins in Palmerston North,” says Brian without 
hesitation. 

Cummins 
No.1 in NZ

Cummins is the biggest selling North 
American truck engine brand in New 
Zealand — by a substantial margin.

Last year, 306 Cummins engines — mainly ISX and 
Signature — were installed in truck chassis sold in 
NZ. Trailing Cummins were Cat (187) and Detroit 
Diesel (21).

Cummins has maintained its domination in 2006. 
To the end of the 3rd quarter this year, 222 truck 
chassis had been sold with Cummins power, 103 
with Cat, and two with Detroit Diesel.

“Cummins’ market share has doubled in New 
Zealand over the last three years,” says Eric 
Carswell, Cummins NZ truck engine business 
manager.

“The reliability and durability of the Generation 
II ISX and Signature is a major factor as is their 
fuel economy. These engines are the fuel economy 
leaders in New Zealand as they are in Australia.

“The Cummins team in New Zealand has also 
worked hard to improve customer support levels.” 

Meat and spuds…
and something more

Cummins power dominates in Kenworth, Freightliner 
and International chassis in New Zealand, and also 
has a significant slice of Mack sales.

A close-knit bunch of employees is at the core of the 
Shannon operation. Long serving driver Shane Cassidy chats 
with Janelle while cleaning his Signature-powered KW 104.

Brian and Janelle Gattsche run a very tidy 
business that is carefully tuned to the 

needs of a regional area.

Trucks in the Shannon fleet range from 
a 1975 Kenworth W924 powered by a 
Cummins NTC290 to a 2005 Kenworth K104 
propelled by a Cummins Signature 580.
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NEW SOUTH 
WALES  

Grafton  
02 6641 1000 

Newcastle 
02 4964 0900

Queanbeyan  
02 6297 3433   

Tamworth  
02 6765 5455

Wetherill Park  
02 9616 5300

Leeton  
02 6953 3077  

Dubbo  
02 6765 5455

Muswellbrook 
02 6541 0611

Wollongong 
02 4227 2444

VICTORIA 

Dandenong  
03 9706 8088 

Laverton  
03 8368 0800 

Swan Hill  
03 5033 1511 

Wodonga  
02 6024 3655

Campbellfield  
03 9357 9200 

Mildura  
03 5022 0800 

QUEENSLAND 

Cairns 
07 4035 2999

Cloncurry 
07 4742 0088 

Darra 
07 3375 3277   

Emerald  
07 4982 4022

Mackay  
07 4952 8100 

Townsville  
07 4774 7733

Toowoomba  
07 4633 7627

SOUTH  
AUSTRALIA 

Pooraka  
08 8368 4300 

Mount Gambier  
08 8725 6422

Port Lincoln 
08 8683 1967 

 

WESTERN  
AUSTRALIA 

Perth  
08 9475 8777 

Kalgoorlie  
08 9080 1300

Karratha  
08 9144 4646 

Bunbury  
08 9725 6777 

NORTHERN  
TERRITORY 

Darwin  
08 8947 0766 

TASMANIA 

Devonport  
03 6424 8800

Hobart  
03 6263 5766

NEW ZEALAND 

Dunedin  
03 477 8818 

Bay of Plenty  
07 345 6699 

Auckland  
09 277 1000 

Palmerston Nth  
06 356 2209 

Christchurch  
03 348 8170

PAPUA NEW 
GUINEA 

Lae  
05 472 3699 

Port Moresby  
05 323 2471

CUMMINS LOCATIONS
EVERYWHERE.

Water police 
well in the 
chase

A new Cummins MerCruiser Diesel sterndrive 
package is set to provide the Queensland Water 
Police with major cost savings while delivering 
greatly improved performance.

The package, combining twin 230 hp Cummins QSB5.9 
inboard engines with MerCruiser Bravo 2 stern drives, has 
been installed in a refurbished 9.9-metre Cougar Cat that 
is operating on water police duties out of Gladstone.

The vessel, originally fitted with 330 hp MerCruiser V8 
454 sterndrive petrol engines, was retired in 2005 after 
eight years of service on the Gold Coast. The decision 
to refurbish and repower it at a cost of around $170,000 
came with the need for a vessel for Gladstone’s new 
water police operation.

Sargeant Tony Aitkin, workshop supervisor in the 
Queensland Water Police marine technical section at 
Whyte Island at the mouth of the Brisbane River, says that 
repowering the vessel with latest technology electronic 
diesel engines was an obvious solution.

“The diesel sterndrives have changed the nature of the 
boat totally… performance is brilliant,” he reveals. 

Named the DW Wrembeck after Constable Douglas William 
Wrembeck who was killed in 1962 after being struck by a 
vehicle, the repowered catamaran has a cruise speed of 25 
knots at 2400 rpm, and a top speed of 32 knots at 3000 rpm.

“We’re looking at a fuel economy improvement of up 
to 50% with the Cummins QSB diesel engines, as well 
as longer service intervals,” Sargeant Aitkin points out. 
“We’ll be servicing the diesels every 250 hours compared 
with 100 hours for the petrol engines.”

The DW Wrembeck is one of 80 vessels operated by the 
Queensland Water Police between Thursday Island  
(in Torres Strait) and the Gold Coast. The vessels range in 
size from tinnies to 18-metre launches.

Water police duties include search and rescue operations, 
policing drink driving on the water, and investigating and 
preventing the theft of marine equipment.

Based on the performance of the DW Wrembeck, a 
number of other Queensland Water Police vessels in the 

10 to 12-metre range are now 
being considered for repower 
using Cummins MerCruiser Diesel 
5.9-litre QSB engines which can 
be rated up to 380 hp.

With its roots going back to 
the well proven mechanically-
injected 6BTA5.9 Cummins 
engine, the electronic QSB 
features a high pressure 
common rail fuel system that 
virtually eliminates smoke and 
odour, improves fuel economy 
and power density, and 
significantly reduces noise. 

Sargeant Tony Aitkin (right) with Cummins Brisbane’s 
Steve Micallef. “Performance is brilliant,” says Aitkin of 
the refurbished ‘DW Wrembeck’.

MerCruiser Bravo 
2 stern drive 
combined with 
Cummins QSB5.9 
diesel power has 
changed the nature 
of the boat.

Queensland Water Police vessel ‘DW Wrembeck’ has 
greatly improved performance and fuel efficiency with 

Cummins MerCruiser Diesel sterndrive package.
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Cummins Custom Paks designed and 
manufactured in Australia are not only 
proving a success on home soil but also in 
international markets.

“Sales of Australian Custom Paks have increased 
more than 150 percent over the last four years,” 
says Sean McLean, Cummins South Pacific business 
manager for agricultural and construction products. 

“In this period we’ve achieved the milestone of 
1,500 Custom Paks being manufactured at the 
Cummins Scoresby facility in Melbourne. Before this, 
Custom Pak production was in Adelaide.”

Cummins Custom Paks are self-contained powerpacks 
that can be tailored to specific applications 
ranging from drilling and crushing to industrial and 
agricultural pumping. Warranty for the total package 
is two years/2,000 hours.

The Australian Custom Paks have gained recognition 
in regions such as the Middle East for their 
robustness and ability to operate in intense heat.

Cummins offers two lines of Custom Paks, one 
featuring Cummins engines with full-authority 
electronic controls, the other using mechanically-
injected Cummins engines.

The electronic line-up spans 240 to 540 hp with the 
grunt coming from Cummins QSB, QSC, QSM, and QSX 
engines. The mechanical range spans 31 to 475 hp 
and uses Cummins A-series, B3.3, 4B, 6B, 6C, M11 
and N14 engines. 

Cummins sets up new
customer support centre

A new customer support centre staffed by 
experienced Cummins personnel has been set 
up to provide ‘best-in-industry’ after-hours 
service assistance to all areas of Cummins’ 
business in Australia.

A single number — 1300 CUMMINS — has been 
introduced for all after-hours assistance calls, with the 
Melbourne-based support centre operating 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week, including public holidays.

Trained Cummins service staff take the calls and 
coordinate all aspects of the event, providing either 
direct resolution or engaging the appropriate Cummins 
branch personnel to resolve the issue.

All 200 Cummins service vehicles in Australia are 
now tracked by the latest technology GPS (Global 
Positioning System) to ensure fast response times and 
accurate ETA communication from the support centre 
to the customer.

“The feedback from ‘Voice of the Customer’ surveys 
we conducted recently was that our existing  
after-hours service assistance, provided by an outside 
company, did not meet customer expectations,” says 

Gino Butera, Cummins Pacific Asia managing director.

“The new Cummins support centre is based in 
Melbourne and provides a premium service where the 
entire assist event is managed from start to finish by 
top Cummins technical personnel recruited from our 
branch network.

“We have 44 Cummins service points around Australia 
and the support centre coordinates the after-hours 
assistance from any one of these points The after-hours 
calls are not being handled offshore. All the calls go 
through the support centre in Melbourne. This is an 
Australian initiative and a commitment to continually 
improving our customer service levels.

“Not only will the support centre improve our  
after-hours assist service, we believe it will also 
have the cascading effect of improving our quality of 
response and effectiveness during daytime business 
hours,” says Gino Butera. 

Footnote:  
The Cummins Support Centre was up and running as 
of October 31, so customers in need of after-hours 
assistance should call 1300 CUMMINS (1300 2866467).

Ph 1300 286 646

Cummins South Pacific business manager Sean McLean 
(left) with Dennis Jordan who has been involved 
in Custom Pak production at Cummins Scoresby in 
Melbourne from day one.

Leader 
of the 
pack

Cummins 
name change
Following on from the launch of the new global 

branding initiative earlier this year, Cummins has 
changed the name of the local business entity from 
Cummins Engine Co Pty Ltd to Cummins South Pacific 
Pty Ltd.

“This change reflects the fact that while diesel 
engines are still at the core of our business, the 
products and services we offer today are broader 
than just engines,” says Cummins Pacific Asia 
managing director Gino Butera.

The name change took effect in Australia in 
September. There is no change in New Zealand or 
Papua New Guinea at this time. 


